
Our company is looking to fill the role of global sourcing manager. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for global sourcing manager

For all of the above, the Advanced Sourcing team will leverage the global
strategic sourcing organization managing ‘current’ sourcing and will ensure
smooth hand-over of sourcing activities at time of product launch
Support the Chemicals sub category strategies by connecting the need state
into actionable procurement insights
Support the Joint Strategic Partner program, by connecting the Body Need
State NPD pipeline and translating into key supplier growth opportunities
Analyze commodity related data to generate strategy and action plan to
improve company financial position through the improvement of favorable
purchase price variance
Generate cost savings projects related to direct or indirect materials or
services
Coordinate the implementation of cost reduction projects with buyers,
engineers, operations and other functions as needed
Coordinate with external entities such as suppliers, other divisions, and
corporate personnel, as needed, to assure smooth implementation of
initiatives
Lead commodity strategy teams that are challenged with identifying and
developing a World Class Supply Base that will support manufacturing
strategies, and Product Roadmaps
Act as liaison with appropriate counsel in developing Global supply
agreements to ensure protection of Intellectual Property using non-disclosure
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Develop and maintain long-term supplier relationships that will deliver
competitive advantages including lowest total cost, highest quality products,
and superior customer service

Qualifications for global sourcing manager

Leads the development of Global Sourcing and Supplier annual operating
plans, quarterly forecasts and/or strategic financial plans with other teams as
appropriate
Bachelor’s Degree (must) Master’s Degree (preferred) (Technical or
Commercial)
Proven experience with the Chemicals category and solid end-to-end Supply
Chain and NPD comprehension for FMCG from a technical and/or commercial
side
Strong commercial and business acumen, coupled with the ability to
understand most technical and scientific matters (preferred)
Truly global mindset
High level of proficiency with core Procurement and R&D Processes
(preferred)


